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RHODES v, PRESS-DRILL CO.

I (Circuit Court. S. D•. October 6,1894.)
.',J ", "

1. PATENT8!lroB' OOMBINATIONS-NOV:(llLTY AND INVENTION-:IN;FIUNGEMENT.
Wbere,."!- is for a combination, and such combipatlon is new, and

results, it is that the separate elements are found
in diqererl,t prior machines.

2. SJl.MEi-b1'lClPATION-EsTOPPltL. .
A combination claim cannot be invalidated by showing that certain orig-

inal c1aflil)ll, contaiD.ing all but ope: of the elements in the claim in contro-
on the c1tation.Qfprior patents, and by then showing

that the!'e .was no. inv:ention in adding the additional element.
8•. PitESS DRtLLS. .

Rhodes ptltents,' Nos. 355,716 and 400,947, for press drills for sowing
wlieat and simIlar' graJn, held valid, and infringed; the first patent as to
hl;)tl!.IUELcla1wa;aJld Ute second as to third and, fourth claims.

limit for the infringement of a patent.
Pickard.& Jackson, for complainant.

LysaJI,qer E. D. ;Blinn, and Hill, for defendant.

ALLEN, District J;udge. This suit is brought by John W.
Rhodes against the Lincoln Presi\-Drill Company for the alleged in-
fringement of letters patent No. 350,716, granted to John W. Rhodes,
JanuarY:.p, 1867, and letters patent No. 400,947, granted to John
W.iRhodesi April 9, 1889. These patents relate to press drills for
sowing wheat and similar grains, in which a front frame, mounted
on runners, is followed by rear frames, pivoted to the front frame.
The through the heel of the runner into the trench
made 11y .therunners, and the rear frames are provided with press
wheels,.wbich follow the runners, and press the dirt down upon the
seed. In: the old pre.ss drills in general use before the Rhodes
patents, this rear frame was a single, rigid frame, all the wheels of
whicp rose or fell together as the drill passed over irregularities in
the ground. With this construction, the evidence shows that if a
machine containing more than six runners and six press wheels
in a rigid frame; was made, the wheels rose and fell together, which
limited, the· width of the machine, and in passing over irregu-
larities of the ground the axle would bend and finally crystalize and
break. 8eV'eral.attempts had been made prior to the Rhodes in·
vention to Qbviate this difficulty, bnt, as the evidence shows, without
practical success, The described' in the first Rhodes
patent may be briefly described as follows: Toa front frame carry-
ing the runners is hinged a plurality of rear press-wheel frames..
consisting each of two side bars with an end bar connecting their
rear ends. An equalizing bar is pivoted to these end bars. When
more than two rear frames are used, three or more equalizing bars
are employed, according to the number of rear frames. Each of
these rear frames carries a separate axle, upon which are mounted
a plurality of press wheels arranged to follow behind the runners,
and press the dirt down over the seed. A seat beam, pivoted at
its front end to the front frame, extends upwards and backwards,.
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and is connected with the equalizing bar by a support exteniiingfrom
the seat beam to the equalizing bar. A seat for the driver is carried
upon the rear end of the seat beam, thus distributing the weight of
the driver, by means of the equalizing bar, over the rear frames and
upon the press wheels. By shifting the position of the seat, the
driver's weight tends either to raise the runner frame from the
ground in order that the machine may be turned in the field, or to
properly press the wheels upon the seed. Without going into the
description more in detail, the evidence· shows that this machine
proved a practical and successful machine, solving s.erious difficul-
ties, and at once upon the market.
The claims of this first patent are as follows:
"(1) In a grain drill, the combination, with the runner frame, of ,the frames,

P, hinged to said runner frame; the shafts, S, held by said hinged frames;
the press wheels, mounted on said shafts; the distributing bar, A, pivotally
connected at its ends to said hinged frames; the seat, B, supported abovo
the center of said bar; and the beam, C, joining Said seat to the runner
trame,-substantially as specified. (2) In a grain drill, the combination with
the runner frame of the frames, P, hinged thereto; the shafts, S, held by
said hinged frames; the press wheels, mounted on said shafts; the distrib-
uting bar, A, pivotally connected at its ends to said hinged frames; the beam.
C, hinged at its front end to said runner frame, and supported at its rear
'end above the center of said distributing bar; the bar, C', rigidly secured to
said bar, C, and rearwardly therefrom; the seat, mounted on
said bar, C', and a fastening for securing the same at different points on its
,bar,-as and for the purpose specified."
A number of patents are set up by the defense as .anticipating this

those principally urged being the Smith patent, No. 266,325,
the Wishart & Busick patent, No. 293,389, and the Bolton corn-
planter patent, No. 326,388. These patents are not mentioned in the
defendant's brief. The defense of anticipation seems to be practi-
cally abandoned. The only defenses there stated are that the
claims are for mere aggregations and noninfringement.
The claims are not open to the charge of being for mere aggrega-

tions. It is enough to say that none of the prior patents contains
the combination of the claims of the first Rhodes patent; and it is
not seriously contended by the defendant's experts that anyone of
them does.' In a combination patent, where the novelty of the in-
vention consists in the combination, it is immaterial whether the ele-
ments are new or old, provided the combination is novel, and prac-
tically produces a new and useful result. Where the thing patented
is an entirety, the respondents cannot escape the charge of infringe-
ment by alleging or proving that a part of the entire invention is
found in one prior patent, printed publication, or machine, and
another part in another prior exhibit, and a third part in another,
and from the three or more draw the conclusion that the patentee is
not the original and first inventor of the patented improvement.
Jmhaeuser v. Buerk, 101 U. S. 660; Latta v. Shawk, 1 Bond, 259,
Fed. Cas. No. 8,116; Machine Co. v. Pearce, 10 Blatchf. 403, Fed.
-'Cas. No. 4,312; Bates v. Coe, 98 U. S. 48; Manufacturing Co. v.
Steiger, 17 Fed. 250; National Cash Register Co. v. American Cash
.Register Cu., 3 C. C. A. 559, 53 Fed. 367. The evidence clearly shows
.that the Smith and the Wishart & Busick machines were practi-
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and, wheD.;:8.ctual machines were built under the
patents, these lllachinesproved complete failures.
. ·1tiJ!Jrurged in defense that the claims of the first Rhodes patent
are void for want of patentable novelty in view of the application
file reoord, because they do not show "invention" over other claims,
particuHlrly the original fourth claim, abandoned upon references
dted.' The position taken is that the original fourth: claim con·
tainMall the elements of the original fifth claim, whicb. is the
present first clailll, except the seat beam. A machine is then sup-
posed to be b'll·ilt up from the specification of the patent in question,
and having all the parts of the Rhodes drill except t4e seat beam.
An older patent for a rigid rear frame drill showing a seat beam is
produced, and the .assertion made that there would be no "inven·
tion" in putting the seat beam in. That this. is not the proper way
of looking at the matter appears. from cases.where a similar posi-
tion was taken. In Reiter v. Jones & Laughlin, 35 Fed. 421, Mr.
Justice Bradley, in deciding the case, overruled this position, and
said (page 423):
"It is contended that lURking of the grooves was. no Invention, and that,
if It was, they had been and used before for the same pur-
pose. The fail' questions t()put, however, are, was there no invention in the
whole thing taken together, the detachable crown or lid with its grooves and
cells1 And has such crown or lid been used before1"
It must be remembered that this first claim stands as originally

drawn, and unamended.- The references cited by the office against
.the other claims were the Smith and the Wishart & Busick patents.
Now, if a machine were built up having the elements of this origi-
nal fourth claim, not in the . light of the Rhodes invention, but
from the Smith and the Wishart & Busickpatents cited, the machine
so built up would be'like the Smith or the Wishart & Busick
machine. The questioJ1of putting a seat beam into such a machine
would be quite a different matter. Indeed, the evidence shows that
Smith, Wishart & Busick, all tried to contrive a means to place
a seat beam into such a machine,but failed, and their machines
were thrown away, and abandoned as worthless. A number of
decisions of the supreme court, beginning with Leggett v. Avery,
101 U. S. 256, coming down to Knapp v. Morss, 150 U. S. 224, 14 Sup.
at. 81,are cited as supporting this position. The doctrine laid down
by'these cases, however, is simply this: that when a patentee, in
response to references cited against a claim, has amended it, or has
abandoned it, and accepted another claim, he cannot afterwards
·assert that the allowed'claim the same ground or is coex-
tensive with the abllndoned claim; when a claim has been rejected
on references, and the rejection acquiesced in, and another claim
accepted by the patentee, the patentee is estopped from claiming the
benefit of his rejected elaim on $uoh a construction as would be
eqUivalent thereto. The case of Reece Buttonhole Mach. 00. v.
Globe Buttonhole Mach. 00., 10 O. C. A. 194:, 61 Fed. 958, decided by
the circuit court of 'a.ppeals for the third circuit, analyzes the au-
thorities, and shows that the courts will not extend this doctrine of
estoppel beyond the doctrine above laid down.
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Of the second claim of this patent, it is enough to say that it
is for substantially the same elements as the first claim, with: the
added elements of "the bar, 0', rigidly secured to said bar, 0, and
projecting rearwardly therefrom, the seat mounted on said bar, 0',
and a fastening for securing the same at different points on the
bar," and that, if the first claim is valid, the second is also valid.
The claims in suit of the second Rhodes patent are as follows:
"(3) In a grain drill, the combination, with the front frame and the rear

frames hinged thereto, of the seat beam pivoted to the seed box on the pivot
of the rear frames, substantially as shown and described. (4) In a grain
drill, the combination, with the front frame and the rear frames hinged
thereto, of the seat beam pivoted on the pivot of the rear frames, and the
rigid seat support' connected to the seat beam near its rear end and to the
rear frames, substantially as described."

The object of the construction described in thel!le claims is to
avoid the racking of the machine and the oscillating of the driver's
seat, caused by the rising and falling of the rear frames in passing
over irregularities of the ground when the front end of. the seat
beam and the front ends of the rear frames are not pivoted on the
same line. Of these claims it is enough to say that they are no-
where anticipated by the prior art as shown, and, While the inven-
tion·may be a narrow one, I am not prepared to say that it does not
involve patentable novelty. I therefore conclude that the patents
are valid, and that the claims in suit in each of these patents are
valid claims for the combinations therein described.
The question of infringement may be bri.efly disposed of. The

machine of the defendant contains every element of the claims of
the first Rhodes patent, combined together in the same way, and
operating in the same manner. As to the second patent, defend-
ant's machine has the front end of the seat beam, and the front
ends of the rear frames pivoted on substantially the same pivotal
line. A decree may therefore be entered in favor of the com-
plainant upon both claims of patent No. 355,716 and upon the third
and fourth claims of patent No. 400,947, with costs.

LAWTHER v. HAMILTON et al.
(Circuit Court. E. D. Wisconsin. July 12, 1892.)

1. PATENTS-DAMAGES FOR INFRINGEMENT.
An infringer caunot escape liability for actual profits made, on the

ground that his superior skill and scientific methods in conducting the
business enabled him to rej;lp greater profits than others would have done
by the infringement.

S. SAME-TEST OF COMPARISON.
The essence of complainant's ,invention consisted in the thorough crush-

ing of the seed without grinding, by mUlIers, before it was pressed,
to obtain the oU. The defeJ;ldants, after they were enjoined, continued to
thorougWy crush ithe seed as before, but in addition put it under a small
set of mulIers, which had little, if any, appreciable etrect; and in this
way managed to produce the Bame high yield as the complainoot's
process. The master adopted this SUbsequent practiN as a test of COlll-
parison. Held, that the adoption of this test was error.


